
Was Steven Chu "The Secretary of Corruption"? Where did that
Trillion dollars of taxpayer losses go?

 

It's about CRIME Not About
Politics. This case has nothing to do with political parties.
It is entirely about organized crime and the theft of federal funds.
The facts, herein, can be researched and verified using the most

rudimentary of law enforcement or journalism investigation skills.
This site is an aggregation of published news articles and reports,

which document the crime. So far, every corrupt individual has
been identified and placed under investigation. 90% of those

person's have now been forced to quit their state and federal jobs.
A number of their companies and funds have been terminated.

Some parties have been arrested. Procedures have been changed
so that they can never do what they did, using those tactics, again.

Over 10,000 news stories have been released, by main stream news
sources, documenting the criminal incidents. Additional

interdiction productivity is expected.
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Former Bright Automotive Staffer: ".. The Department of Energy
defrauded hundreds of America companies by participating in the
solicitation of those companies for DOE funding programs while DOE
officials had already planned, in advance, to not give any of those
applicants any funds, and to blockade those applicants in order to
favor a handful of campaign backer's companies. DOE falsified reviews
and data and violated federal process in order to provide kick-backs to
favored companies. The companies that were abused were encouraged



to expend their own funds, irreparable work hours and work years and
their market opportunities based on false promises and political
manipulations secretly, and illegally, arranged by DOE executives and
other federal officials, in violation of the law and in violation of
common moral principles. These applicants were targeted,
manipulated and maliciously damaged for purposes of political
corruption. The DOE, and other investigative entities, refuse to hold a
public hearing, to confront these issues, in order to maintain a cover-
up of the facts... ."

SEE THE NEW TV SERIES: "THE SILICON MOBSTERS", WHICH
APPEARS TO CONTAIN KEY BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON THIS
CASE:
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"...Working with federal executives,  a group of Silicon Valley men
formed a cartel and ran an organized crime kickback scheme
which cost the taxpayers billions of dollars and which broke
numerous felony laws. They have been protected, up to this point,
but the evidence against them is now over-whelming. Recent
whistle-blower documents from the Snowden, Sony, HSBC and
other investigation sources, has only served to additionally
validate the charges. Hundreds of credible witnesses, and
investigators, are prepared to go before any Special Prosecutor,
Federal Court or network news broadcast and verify all of the
facts. It is time for action and an end to the cover-ups..."

" Department of Energy officials, essentially, sabotaged a number
of American technology companies in order to clear the decks for
their crony friends, who they had direct, and documented,
financial and political relations with..." - Zap Automotive
Manager

This site documents the set of events that took place, that
hundreds of investigators at agencies, news groups and special
task forces have now confirmed. This is for legal teams and
investigators working on this matter. The purpose of this
website is to demand that a non-secret Federal Special
Prosecutor be assigned to investigate this case and to seek
justice for the many applicant/victims who were intentionally
targeted, sabotaged and terminated by federal executives at
the request of campaign backers. This published article about
the matter provides a good high-level outline: " A cartel rigged a
U.S. Government funding program to exclusively benefit themselves



financially and politically. It back-fired on them! A large number of
applicant's were targeted and terminated by Steven Chu and his staff,
at the request of campaign investors. The same set of tactics was used
in every case. In every case, the applicants had a technology which
competed with, and in most cases was better than, those campaign
investors competing products. This was a clear cut case of kickbacks
and coordinated industrial market sabotage. Historical records have
proven that ONLY campaign investors companies were funded; and
that EVERY single non-campaign investor applicant was blockaded and
manipulated into shut-down. The actions undertaken by Steven Chu,
and his associates, constitute a felony violation of a number of laws
and ethics standards. The applicants are now seeking justice against
the associated parties who assisted in the attacks. The incident involves
rigging energy industry minerals and supplies to benefit a select
handful of billionaires who had taken control of the market for
batteries and raw materials used by Tesla, Fisker, Solyndra and other
notorious companies from this scandal. Lithium ion batteries, when
they burn, cause brain cancer, liver cancer and other, potentially lethal,
toxic poisoning. Certain regulators are told to "ignore these issues"
because certain lithium ion investors donated cash to certain
campaigns. The chemicals for lithium ion batteries come from
countries which needed to be invaded in order to monopolize the
mining of those chemicals. Certain politicians are told to "ignore these
issues" because certain lithium ion investors engaged in war
profiteering in order to control those minerals. The FAA has issued
numerous warnings and videos showing that lithium ion batteries do
spontaneously self-ignite and crash airplanes. Numerous people have
been killed in lithium ion plane crashes. Certain regulators are told to
"ignore these issues" because certain lithium ion investors donated
cash to certain campaigns. Flight MH370 was carrying tons of lithium
ion batteries in it’s cargo hold. Lithium ion batteries have self-ignited
and set numerous children and senior citizens on fire. They have set
homes on fire. They have set offices on fire. They have set Apple Stores



on fire. You constantly hear about passenger airlines being forced to
land because passengers "smell smoke in the cabin". This is almost
always a lithium ion battery going off in the cabin and exposing all of
the passengers to it's carcinogenic ignition vapors. There have been
multiple recalls of Tesla for fires including the battery charger cord
setting homes on fire and the need for an entire titanium add-on plate
to cover the whole underside of the Tesla. Tesla's have now been
involved in many deaths. Silicon Valley investors took over the lithium
ion battery market, along with Goldman Sachs (recently called before
Congress for this very same “commodity manipulation”), because they
knew they were getting large government hand-outs from the
Department of Energy in exchange for campaign contributions. Lithium
ion batteries lose their power and memory over a relatively short time.
Lithium ion batteries blow up when they get wet or bumped. Fisker
Motors went out of business when millions of dollars of Fisker cars,
using lithium ion batteries, got wet and all blew up. Tesla battery packs
have blown up, on multiple occasions, from simply hitting bumps in the
road. Manufacturing these kinds of batteries is so toxic that even
China, a country known for the most minimal regulations, has closed a
huge number of battery factories because of the massive numbers of
deaths they caused to workers and nearby residents. Journalists have
published a glut of articles exposing cover-ups about the dangers and
corruption involved with lithium ion batteries. The U.S. Government
and numerous groups have filed charges against Panasonic, and
similar battery companies for bribery, corruption, dumping, price fixing
and other unethical tactics. Every key investor in lithium ion was also a
campaign donor who also received huge federal cash from the
Department of Energy in the same funding cycle in which they paid
campaign contributions. By driving a Tesla, in addition to the common
public perception that it is a "douche-bag car", there is something far
worse about driving it. You are making a public statement to the world
that you support organized crime by driving this car. Here is why:
Investigators say that, political operatives David Plouffe, Rahm



Emanual, Steven Rattner, Dan Pfeiffer, Bill Daly, David Axelrod and
Robert Gibbs arranged with Silicon Valley investors to take over the
lithium battery industry in order to monopolize the trillions of dollars
of lithium, and related mining deals, in Afghanistan. The Afghan war
has now cost American's over 6 trillion dollars, with almost nothing to
show for it. They say that they traded federal funding for campaign
support assisted by Harry Reid and Dianne Feinstein, who received
numerous stock and cash kickbacks in the scheme. They say they used
the money to fund political campaigns. They used the Silicon Valley
investors internet companies, (mostly Google), to manipulate voter
perceptions and web searches in favor of their  personal agenda and
profits. The Silicon Valley investors received favorable federal laws, tax
gifts, free federal loans, stock bumps and other perks. The Silicon Valley
investors companies that used the Afghan minerals: Abound, Solyndra,
Fisker, Ener1, Tesla, and many, many more, that received the
Department of Energy kickback funds, managed by Steven Chu, have
all either failed, been raided, been charged with fraud or otherwise
turned out to be disasters because they were based on a financial fraud
skimming scheme instead of a good business plan. Anyone who spoke
out about details of the scam, particularly journalists, had a character
assassination hit-job ordered on them by Axelrod, Gibbs and Carney;
using tabloid fronts that they controlled. All of these facts are known, in
great detail, by many investigators. Nearly a million pages of evidence
exist. A Special Prosecutor is required to perform proper prosecutions.
No matter what political party you belong to: This is organized crime
against the taxpayers. All of this information can now be validated, and
confirmed, on any law enforcement, or investigative news, database."
Hundreds of expert witnesses are prepared to testify to the veracity
of these facts before the U.S. Congress, Federal judges and/or
Special Prosecutors.

There are 320 Million people in America. In "The Incident", out of
320 Million American's, only 21 of them made billions of dollars of



profit, in taxpayer cash, off of "The Incident" AND Those same 21
people were huge campaign backers and they all knew each
other AND The competitors of each of those 21 people were

sabotaged or held-back in "The Incident" SO If you play Vegas,
you know what "Odds-Makers" are. If you buy insurance you know
what "Actuarials" are. The odds, or actuarials, of those things, that

happened in "The incident" happening on their own, without
organized crime manipulation are: OVER FOUR TRILLION TO ONE.

The Facts are clear. The cover-ups are wearing thin and multiple
investigators now have all of the emails, recordings and evidential

proof. Time for action!
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From one Senator: " If you are an average member of the public,
you may read all of this about spies, intrigues, murders, political
corruption, trillion dollar stock scams and crime and think:  'oh my, I
don't live in this world. This doesn't apply to me. I don't want to know
about this' ..but you would be wrong. All of this affects your job, the
price of eggs you buy at the corner store, the cost of your gas, your
retirement savings and many things that go on in your life every
day. To ignore the facts is to subject you, and your family, to
economic ills that you could have fixed by being pro-active. Pay
attention, know these facts and VOTE the bad people out, and the
good people in, if you want to improve your own personal life!"

The executives of Google, In-Q-Tel and New America Foundation
and the investors and beneficiaries of the "CleanTech" cash and the
organizers of the libel, slander and defamation attacks against
competing applicants are IN FACT, all the same people. In-Q-Tel
and New America Foundation staff strategized the attacks while
Gawker Media and Google executed the attacks. Google received
numerous legal requests to cease the attacks and, not only,



refused to cease the attacks, but, in fact, increased them. Google
manually, malicious and intentionally locked the attacks into the
top and forefront positions on their web control architecture in
order to optimize and maximize the damage against applicants as
a retribution tactic. Google deleted and down-ranked any media
coverage which was beneficial to applicants in order to assert their
damage against the applicants in favor of their investors. Because
Google operates under federal cash contracts and is legally a
"Monopoly" this is a felony.

A Few Examples of The Corruption in this Case: * A few applicants
became suspicious of the process, and, at the request of
investigators, submitted two different applications for the same
exact thing, under different names. As suspected, each application
was rejected but for entirely different reasons in each 100% clone
test application, in each case.  In some rejection points, the thing
that was stated as a positive in one response was stated as a
negative in another. This stands as a portion of the proof that no
actual due diligence took place and that every applicant was
rejected for any reason that could be found, if they were not one of
the "pre-selected" insiders. * Applicants state that Senators
Feinstein, Boxer, Reid, Granholm and other elected officials,
"stabbed applicants in the back" by helping to sabotage those
applicants applications so that those Senators, and their families
and associates, could receive stock, campaign funding, family
contracts, and special insider perks. Historical investigative facts do
show that many applications were manipulated, and sabotaged,
and that all of those Senators did receive those listed perks at the
same time.

Picture



News Updates: - Huge Article on the Case Came Out At (THIS
LINK) - Now over 11 lawsuits underway against the perpetrators,
and you thought "SOLYNDRA" was big, "you ain't seen nuthin yet!" -
New Congress to take up the matter more aggressively. - Staff
From ELIO Motors claim that they are being "stone-walled" by
political investors at DOE - Staff from Bright Motors claim Bright
was lied to by DOE - Staff From ZAP Motors claim DOE manipulated
Process - Founder of Brammo Motors quoted in media saying DOE
program was "not right" - President misses stated electric car
"Moon Program" goal by 72%, wonders why his DOE screwed him -
Staff from Apterra Motors say "DOE program was "rigged" - Fisker
Motors shut down and sold to China under cloud of investigations,
fires and corruption kickback charges - Most of DOE programs
hundreds of billions of taxpayer dollars found to have gone to
China, via deals that Senators, who own stock in those Chinese
ventures, set up! - Head of Tesla recorded by News cameras saying
his company did not qualify for the federal cash but they got it
anyway. - Steven Chu under criminal investigation by three
separate groups - Stock Tracker and Trust Fund ownerships
investigators discover disturbing off-shore ownerships - Reid &
Feinstein family ownerships in Chinese interests investigated -
Feinstein removed from Intelligence Panel - Goldman Sachs called
before Congressional Investigation committee for mineral
commodity stock manipulation - XP has Sued DOE for "corruption"
for their car project (which was NOT an inflatable car, it was exactly
like the Nissan Leaf). That case is before the federal courts. -
Irreversible facts of history now prove that hundreds of applicants
were manipulated out of program in fake "due diligence" process
and that ONLY "friends" of the management were allowed in.
Irrefutable evidence prepared for U.S. Congress. Scam cost
American taxpayers over $300 Billion in losses. - Investigators say
that HSBC leaks, Goldman Sachs hidden recordings and other
surveillance now prove that campaign investors took federal

http://www.thenewsdaily.org/?p=22082
http://www.thenewsdaily.org/?p=22082
http://www.thenewsdaily.org/?p=22082
http://www.thenewsdaily.org/?p=22082


kickback cash and hid the money, mostly overseas, to avoid paying
taxes.
- Another "CleanTech Funding Kickback" scandal announced. This
one will take out the Governor of Oregon!
- ELLEN PAO/KLEINER PERKINS LAWSUIT EXPOSES SOCIOPATH
MYSOGINISTIC TENDENCIES OF SILICON VALLEY CAMPAIGN
BACKERS SHOWS WHAT KINDS OF PEOPLE WOULD TAKE OVER A
GOVT. PROGRAM FOR EGO
- WHITE HOUSE & ERIC HOLDER CHARGED IN CLEANTECH
CAMPAIGN FUNDING SCANDAL
- Aptera Car Company says they were screwed over by DOE
program
- Staff from: Local Motors, BioTrike, Eco_Motors, Vectrix, VVC,
WrightSpeed, VPG, ElectroRides, ZAP Motors, Futuris and many
more car companies, say DOE staff manipulated their applicant
process and delayed reviews to let crony's through.
- MASSIVE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION HAULS IN
TOP BANKERS ON PRECIOUS METAL MINING SCAM TIED TO XYZ
CASE. DOJ, SWISS INVESTIGATORS, CFTC CHARGE MASSIVE
KICKBACK RIGGING OF MATERIALS USED BY SUSPECTS. HSBC &
SNOWDEN LEAKS SHOW COMPLICITY.

Most Applicants did not intend to get involved this much, but when
the "bad guys" started putting "hit jobs" on them to punish them,
the "bad guys" made it very personal! SHORT VERSION: A case
about a group of American small businesses, and taxpayers, that

stumbled into a political organized crime operation, and a series of
cover-ups.  The small businesses reported the crimes to authorities

and were attacked for it. Use the "More..." tab, above, to see the
rest of the pages... These are multi-company legal actions.

Companies are pursuing claims for RICO, Fraud, and other related
claims, against the entities that attacked these companies and

abused their trust as domestic business groups and as individual

http://www.thenewsdaily.org/?p=22082
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2015/feb/12/oregon-gov-john-kitzhaber-fiancee-cylvia-hayes-pro/
http://www.newsweek.com/2015/02/06/what-silicon-valley-thinks-women-302821.html
http://greencorruption.blogspot.com/2015/02/obama-administration-fueling-friends.html
http://xyzcase.weebly.com/hit-squads--google-in-q-tel-new-america-foundation-gawker.html
http://www.paybackpolitics.org/


taxpayers. So far: White House Staff, Major bankers and Investors
and well-known companies have been under federal investigation

and/or forced to resign or cease operations. Multiple cases are
currently before the federal courts but not all of the attackers have

been addressed yet. Multiple deaths are under investigation.
Additionally, multiple law enforcement and special authority

investigations are continuing. THIS SITE IS FOR, CO-LITIGANTS,
LAWYERS AND EXPERT WITNESS DISCUSSIONS ONLY FOR THE

GOOGLE, IN-Q-TEL and NAF RICO-Class "Hit-Job" Cases.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



Case Overview
(Click On each highlighted item to see the video explanation from
news broadcasts. Over 800,000 pages of paper evidence also exist
in multiple federal repositories. Check back for updated newscast
evidence, arriving daily.) Joint FBI/GAO Report DE-3467   Draft
4.5.2E

⊗ A group of Silicon Valley investors received some
documents from some “friends” stating that there was
“A trillion dollars of lithium in Afghanistan“. These
documents were passed around by Goldman Sachs &
Silicon Valley VC’s. This group thought they could exploit
Afghan, and other country’s, mining contracts on a
commodity monopolization scheme fronting the use of
the raw materials by “Green-washing” it to be used for
“electric car and solar programs”, under the guise of, “it’s
‘CleanTech’ the voters should love it”, in order to try to
make it pass Congressional oversight faster. Recent
press disclosures confirm vast campaign funding, by
mining companies, through back-door avenues, ie: the
Guistra matter and others.
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 60 Minutes- The Data Brokers PT2 [7:41]
 A Really Awesome Guy Got Tired Of Being Bullied By Trolls, And
What He Made Is Really Amazing low [5:26]
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 Character Assassination low [4:56]
 Data brokers watch everything you do online and sell the
information low [1:53]
 Defamation of Character low [0:56]
 Eric's spy Club [8:41]
 GAWKER AND THE WHITE HOUSE HIT SQUADS [21:02]
 GAWKER AND THE WHITE HOUSE HIT SQUADS [21:02]
 Google & YouTube set up by CIA & In-Q-Tel of Arlington, Virginia.
[3:10]
 Google Autocomplete Prostitute FAIL [3:13]
 Google Doesn't Want You To Google This low [9:38]
 Google doing the Evil they promised not to do low [2:33]
 GOOGLE EXECUTIVE PROSTITUTES.compressed [2:17]
 Google executives meet at the white house once a week [3:39]
 Google Gangbang- Sergey Brin is the Wolf of Silicon Valley low -
Copy.compressed [1:20]
 Google guilty of violating user's privacy- low [8:02]
 Google is Full of Crap low [2:22]
 Google is Going to Blackmail You low [2:24]
 Google's close ties to the White House [3:08]
 Google's Plan for World Domination Beast Files [2:46]
 Just Be Evil The unauthorized history of Google [CorbettReport, © ]
[5:20]
 Kimmel Takes On Gawker Stalker low [5:29]
 Mr Schmidt Goes To Washington [0:47]
 Online Defamation low [1:55]
 Our new Don't Be Evil video - Final Version [1:34]
 Protecting Yourself from Internet Defamation low [3:25]
 Meet In-Q-Tel, the CIA's Venture Capital Firm (Preview) [3:31]
 sex penthouse [1:14]
 SILICON VALLEY DOUCHEBAGS [2:42]
 Sleaziest Political Ads of 2012 low [6:02]
 Student refers to Google frat as 'rape factory' low [1:39]
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 Students Sue Google Over Emails low [1:20]
 Subliminal Messages- from Google [2:23]
 Tech protest 20- San Francisco rally against Google [1:20]
 The bad-ass Silicon Valley VC talks context and lack of innovation in
Silicon Valley low.compressed [51:32]
 The Beast File- Google ('HUNGRY BEAST', ABC TV) low [2:46]
 The EyeOpener - Exposing 'In-Q --Tel' The CIA's Own Venture Capital
Firm [10:41]
 The EyeOpener- Silicon Spies The US government and the tech
revolution [13:39]
 THE MAGIC OF GOOGLE [3:38]
 The Official Google Theme Song [3:42]
 The Revolution Will Not Be YouTubed [9:16]
 THE SILICON MOBSTERS [12:32]
 THE SILICON VALLEY SCHEME [57:12]
 TRAILER1 THE SILICON MOBSTERS TV SERIES [3:04]
 What is bribery- low [0:12]
 What is corruption.compressed [2:47]
 What is Internet Defamation- • Agnes + Day.compressed [26:26]

  LINKS TO EXAMPLE MATERIALS:  AFGHAN REPORTS #2  
 AFGHAN #3 GOLDMAN SACHS #1    KLEINER PERKINS #1 
     LITHIUM DANGERS #1      LITHIUM DANGERS#2        VC
RACKETERING #1             TESLA MOTORS #1     
  CORRUPTION #1

⊗ These investors were deeply affiliated with Goldman
Sachs. Goldman Sachs was involved in almost every
aspect, stock manipulation, application “winner”, profit
funnel and deployment aspect of the case. Goldman
created the process known as the “Flash Boy Pump”. This
used Department of Energy and TARP cash award
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announcements to synthetically inflate stock values
long enough to “skim” profits off those stock holdings.
Goldman is now under many investigations for this kind
of “Commodity rigging”.

 60 Minutes THE CLEANTECH CRASH PT1 [6:59]
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 A SILICON CRIME SPREE [21:27]
 Biden - Boxer - Reid connected to billions lost on corrupt green
energy scandals HIGH [0:00]
 Billionaire greenwashing [3:17]
 DOE PUMP AND DUMP SCAM [13:34]
 Feeling the heat- How energy companies should prepare anti-
corruption investigations - China
HIGH.compressed.compressed.compress [1:02:08]
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⊗ These investors used their campaign donations,
lobbyists and PAC’s to acquire the services of a number
of U.S. Senators and foreign diplomats. They primarily
paid the Senators in stock options for those Senators,
their families and business associates. The FEC and FTC
have Congressional insider trading investigations
under-way, over these very actions, which have been
stone-walled by the very Senators who engaged in the
insider trading.
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⊗ So much money was moving that a scheme was
created to pass the money through the U.S. Department
of Energy and a new program, called TARP, so that the
transactions appeared to be federal programs

 60 Minutes THE CLEANTECH CRASH PT1 [6:59]
 60 Minutes THE CLEANTECH CRASH PT2 [7:17]

LINKS TO EXAMPLE MATERIALS:  DEPT. OF ENERGY #1       
  VC RACKETERING #1      CORRUPTION #1

⊗ The characters involved in the scandal have now been
uncovered as highly unethical, disreputable, willing to
break laws and moral codes and are held in low regard
by the public. They formed a cartel now known as The
Silicon Valley Cartel. One of the largest participants is
Google, Inc. and it’s investors. The Cartel was recently
exposed in the Silicon Valley “ANGELGATE” and “NO
POACHING” collusion scandals and lawsuits
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 The EyeOpener- Silicon Spies The US government and the tech
revolution [13:39]
 THE SILICON MOBSTERS [12:32]

LINKS TO EXAMPLE MATERIALS:  KLEINER PERKINS #1       
     VC RACKETERING #1       CORRUPTION #1

⊗ The best friend’s of the Silicon Valley Cartel were
Steven Chu and Eric Holder. The cartel arranged, via the
legal firm connected to both: Covington & Burling, to
get them both nominated and appointed to the two
federal agencies that control the money pass-through.
Both of these individuals have been proven to have had
previous business and personal relationships with the
Cartel. Steven Chu sabotaged any technologies or
companies that competed with his, and his friends,
stock investments. Both have been forced to quit.
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LINKS TO EXAMPLE MATERIALS   HYDROGEN BLOCKADE   
 KLEINER PERKINS #1        VC RACKETERING #1      STEVEN
CHU #1           CORRUPTION #1

⊗ The Cartel used consulting Company McKinsey for
insider trading deal support and to author papers and
reports which were distributed throughout Washington
to say that certain very specific products and
technologies were “trending in the new CleanTech
industry”. In fact, every “trending company and
technology” that McKinsey raved over was already
owned and monopolized by the Cartel. At least one
major McKinsey executive has gone to federal prison. A
number of others are under surveillance and
investigation. LINKS TO EXAMPLE MATERIALS:  KLEINER
PERKINS #1        VC RACKETERING #1        MCKINSEY
CONSULTING #1        STEVEN CHU #1            CORRUPTION
#1     CHARACTER ASSASSINATION #1

⊗ As Secretary of Energy, it was noticed that Steven Chu
gave quite a lot of U.S. tax dollars to Russian owned or
controlled companies. It was subsequently discovered
that the Silicon Valley Cartel had deep Russian
connections and business relations with USSR
businessmen, to assist in the mining of Afghan, and
other Middle Eastern countries, for the personal gain of
the Cartel. Steven Chu sabotaged over 200 applicants,
for the federal programs, simply because they
competed with the Cartel and were not part of the
Cartel.
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MOTORS #1           CORRUPTION #1

⊗ John Doerr ran Kleiner Perkins, one of the lead
coordinators of the Scheme and the Cartel
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 THE SILICON MOBSTERS [12:32]

LINKS TO EXAMPLE MATERIALS:  KLEINER PERKINS #1       
   VC RACKETERING #1       MCKINSEY CONSULTING #1       
    CORRUPTION #1

⊗ Elon Musk was a behind the scenes Google and
Kleiner Perkins partner, Cartel organizer and cash
conduiting agent. THIS LINK has many confirming data
points . Elon Musk, a billionaire, has now received
billions of free taxpayer dollars in out-right cash hand-
outs, tax waivers, free or low-cost resources, stock
pumps and federal NASA contracts. Musk’s companies
would not exist today if not for taxpayer hand-out cash.
No other living person has received this much taxpayer
money from the Obama administration. No other living
person has given so much money to the Obama
administration through his companies, investors and
partners, like Google. No other living person has had
the Obama administration sabotage, terminate or rule
against so many of his competitors. Federal records
demonstrate this to be one of the most overt examples
of a political campaign kick-back scheme in this decade.
In Musk’s carefully orchestrated, self-aggrandizing,
media campaigns, all mention of his true financial
connections, extensive fraud lawsuits, and employee
distrust is carefully expunged. Musk’s companies
exploited the key minerals from the mining deals and
both Tesla & Solyndra, who sit next door to each other,
were kickback lobbied by Dianne Feinstein, whose
family profited on both deals.
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  CORRUPTION #1       TESLA MOTORS #3

⊗ Vinohd Khosla was a key organizer in the Cartel and
connected to Raj Gupta, now imprisoned
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       CORRUPTION #1

⊗ Senators Feinstein, Reid, Pelosi and Boxer received
the largest amount of stock, insider trading deals and
campaign kick-backs from the Cartel. Feinstein’s family
and associates received massive resources from the
Tesla and Solyndra deals. They were, essentially, paid
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program facilitators. These Senators leveraged state tax
officials, including Bill Lockyer of California, to
exclusively, and extraordinarily, give tens of millions of
dollars of additional taxpayer money, at a state level, to
Cartel billionaire-owned companies: Tesla & Solyndra.
Which sit on the same plot of land and have supplier
contracts with the Senators families. These Senators
took active steps to sabotage applicants who competed
with Tesla, Solyndra & the Cartel, such as Gary D. Conley
of SolFocus; who may have been murdered. 
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LINKS TO EXAMPLE MATERIALS:  VC RACKETERING #1       
             TESLA MOTORS #1             CORRUPTION #1

⊗ Eric Schmidt was the core lobbyist and director of a
large part of the Cartel
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 Eric Schmidt, Google CEO, owns $15m sex penthouse [1:14]
 Eric's spy Club [8:41]

LINKS TO EXAMPLE MATERIALS:  GOOGLE #1         VC
RACKETERING #1            CORRUPTION #1         
 CHARACTER ASSASSINATION #1

⊗ When whistle-blowers saw through the scheme,
Cartel leaders Doerr and Schmidt would organize (SEE
THIS LINK) character assassination hit-jobs against
those adversaries, sabotage their business and career
databases with negative flags, create whisper
campaigns and black list them via the National Venture
Capital Association, which was controlled by a large
number of Cartel members. The Cartel used it’s
resources, concurrently, at Google and Gawker Media,
to put media hit-jobs on Santorum, ALICE, Romney,
whistle-blowers, and other adversaries by locking
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devastating hatchet jobs (EXAMPLE AT THIS LINK) onto
massive numbers of search engine pages controlled by
each. Schmidt is known to have used his control of In-Q-
Tel, New America Foundation and other covert groups,
along with the Google search engine, to deploy one of
the largest media attack systems in history.

 THE LITHIUM SCAM- SM [10:58]
 Afghan minerals- Uncovered conspiracy low [0:00]
 A SILICON CRIME SPREE [21:27]
 Arnie and Silicon Valley on Medvedev's scheme to get Afghan
lithium for Silicon Valley [0:00]
 Arnie and Silicon Valley on Medvedev's scheme to get Afghan
lithium for Silicon Valley [2:55]
 DOE PUMP AND DUMP SCAM [13:34]
 How Goldman Sachs Robbed You Of $5B.compressed [0:00]
 Insider Tech Deals.ZZ.compressed [13:49]
 The bad-ass Silicon Valley VC talks context and lack of innovation in
Silicon Valley low.compressed [51:32]
 The Revolution Will Not Be YouTubed [9:16]
 THE SILICON MOBSTERS [12:32]
 TRAILER1 THE SILICON MOBSTERS TV SERIES [3:04]
 Student refers to Google frat as 'rape factory' low [1:39]
 Mr Schmidt Goes To Washington [0:47]
 Our new Don't Be Evil video - Final Version [1:34]
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 SILICON VALLEY DOUCHEBAGS [2:42]
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 Eric Schmidt, Google CEO, owns $15m sex penthouse [1:14]
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 2014 06 12 Opposition Research & Messaging [27:01]
 60 Minutes- The Data Brokers PT1 [7:41]
 60 Minutes- The Data Brokers PT2 [7:41]
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 Data brokers watch everything you do online and sell the
information low [1:53]
 Defamation of Character low [0:56]
 GAWKER AND THE WHITE HOUSE HIT SQUADS [21:02]

LINKS TO EXAMPLE MATERIALS:  GOLDMAN SACHS #1     
 GOOGLE #1              CORRUPTION #1           CHARACTER
ASSASSINATION #1

⊗ Recently disclosed documents and videos prove that
the Cartel spent more time in the White House, from
2007 forward, than all of the members of Congress
COMBINED. Additionally, the disclosures of financial
connections between the Cartel members, The White
House, campaign financing and federal policy decisions
demonstrates the operation of a felony-level corruption
activity.

 Congress- Trading stock on inside information- low.compressed
[15:19]
 Google's close ties to the White House [3:08]
 PRESS PREVIEW [2:10]
 TRAILER1 THE SILICON MOBSTERS TV SERIES [3:04]

LINKS TO EXAMPLE MATERIALS:  KLEINER PERKINS #1       
       VC RACKETERING #1       MCKINSEY CONSULTING #1   
      STEVEN CHU #1               TESLA MOTORS #1           
 CORRUPTION #1

⊗ The mining chemicals that the cartel sought to
monopolize were “dumped” on the Cartel by the
Russians via, possibly, doctored documents which
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overstated the volume and value of the materials and
who knew that the materials were toxic, explosive and
had no long-term economic viability. The Cartel did not
investigate the materials usage and rushed to profiteer,
driven By Goldman Sachs, who didn’t care about the
long-term, they just wanted to “skim” their fees and
“stock pumps” off the top.

 A SILICON CRIME SPREE [21:27]
 ELON MUSK LITHIUM ION DANGER TOUR [0:00]
 RUSSIANLITHIUM SCAM [10:43]
 THE LITHIUM SCAM- SM [10:58]

LINKS TO EXAMPLE MATERIALS:  KLEINER PERKINS #1   
 GOLDMAN SACHS#1           LITHIUM DANGERS #1      
 LITHIUM DANGERS#2               VC RACKETERING #1       
 STEVEN CHU #1             TESLA MOTORS #1           
 CORRUPTION #1           TESLA MOTORS #3

⊗ The American GAO, Judicial Watch & Transparency
Center have discovered that U.S. taxpayers lost
additional billions of dollars as the result of tax waivers,
credits and reductions given exclusively to Cartel
companies as gifts in exchange for election services.
LINKS TO EXAMPLE MATERIALS:  VC RACKETERING #1       
  STEVEN CHU #1            CORRUPTION #1

⊗ Google executives and investors used Google, Inc. as a
“central command” for lobbying, leverage, media stock
manipulation, spying on competitors, media hit jobs
and revenue profiteering. The upside was that it
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provided for the largest media, stock and information
manipulation system ever devised. The downside is that
it focused public, agency and law enforcement scrutiny
on this central point until the voluminous indiscretions,
finally, became highly visible, as shown AT THIS LINK,
and in the follow newscasts:

 ELON MUSK LITHIUM ION DANGER TOUR [0:00]
 RUSSIANLITHIUM SCAM [10:43]
 THE LITHIUM SCAM- SM [10:58]
 TRAILER1 THE SILICON MOBSTERS TV SERIES [3:04]
 THE SILICON VALLEY SCHEME [57:12]
 THE SILICON MOBSTERS [12:32]
 The Revolution Will Not Be YouTubed [9:16]
 The Official Google Theme Song [3:42]
 THE MAGIC OF GOOGLE [3:38]
 The Guy Who Busted the TAKEOVER OF WASHINGTON [4:17]
 The EyeOpener- Silicon Spies The US government and the tech
revolution [13:39]
 The EyeOpener - Exposing 'In-Q --Tel' The CIA's Own Venture Capital
Firm [10:41]
 The Beast File- Google ('HUNGRY BEAST', ABC TV) low [2:46]
 The bad-ass Silicon Valley VC talks context and lack of innovation in
Silicon Valley low.compressed [51:32]
 The Business Plot CLASSIC low [4:32]
 Tech protest 20- San Francisco rally against Google [1:20]
 Subliminal Messages- from Google [2:23]
 Students Sue Google Over Emails low [1:20]
 Student refers to Google frat as 'rape factory' low [1:39]
 Google's close ties to the White House [3:08]
 Google's Plan for World Domination Beast Files [2:46]
 IQT- CONGRESSIONAL INVESTIGATION VIDEO SUPPLIED TO
CONGRESS [37:08]
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 Jack Abramoff- Introduction (2).compressed [1:56]
 Just Be Evil The unauthorized history of Google [CorbettReport, © ]
[5:20]
 Meet In-Q-Tel, the CIA's Venture Capital Firm (Preview) [3:31]
 Mr Schmidt Goes To Washington [0:47]
 Our new Don't Be Evil video - Final Version [1:34]
 Ralph Nader on Google DC Takeover Attempt [2:13]
 sex penthouse [1:14]
 SILICON VALLEY DOUCHEBAGS [2:42]
 Eric Schmidt, Google CEO, owns $15m sex penthouse [1:14]
 Eric's spy Club [8:41]
 FTC Investigation Into Google Shines Light on its Relationship With
the White House [1:04]
 GAWKER AND THE WHITE HOUSE HIT SQUADS [21:02]
 Glenn [5:04]
 Glenn Greenwald responds to Eric Schmidt's comment on Privacy
[5:04]
 Google & YouTube set up by CIA & In-Q-Tel of Arlington, Virginia.
[3:10]
 Google accused of 'doing evil' over its tax affairs low [1:08]
 Google Autocomplete Prostitute FAIL [3:13]
 Google Doesn't Want You To Google This low [9:38]
 Google doing the Evil they promised not to do low [2:33]
 GOOGLE EXECUTIVE PROSTITUTES.compressed [2:17]
 Google executives meet at the white house once a week [3:39]
 Google Gangbang- Sergey Brin is the Wolf of Silicon Valley low -
Copy.compressed [1:20]
 Google guilty of violating user's privacy- low [8:02]
 Google is Full of Crap low [2:22]
 Google is Going to Blackmail You low [2:24]
 Defamation of Character low [0:56]
 Congress- Trading stock on inside information- low.compressed
[15:19]
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 Alex Jones calls Google Eric Schmidt a 'scumbag', 'little man' [2:45]
 60 Minutes- The Data Brokers PT2 [7:41]
 60 Minutes- The Data Brokers PT1 [7:41]

LINKS TO EXAMPLE MATERIALS:  GOOGLE #1        KLEINER
PERKINS #1         VC RACKETERING #1             TESLA
MOTORS #1                CORRUPTION #1        CHARACTER
ASSASSINATION #1

⊗ The key White House staff who assisted in this
scheme were: Rahm Emanual, David Plouffe, Robert
Gibbs, David Axelrod, Steve Rattner, Jay Carney and Bill
Daily. When confronted about their involvement,
historical records show that they all quit their White
House jobs at the most desired positions in America, in
a bad economy, to take far lower positions, thus
implicating themselves, along with their emails, in
culpability. These staffers worked harder than any
other administration to cut-off the press,
attack whistle-blowers and increase NSA domestic
surveillance in order to delay the revelation of these
crimes. LINKS TO EXAMPLE MATERIALS:  VC
RACKETERING #1                STEVEN CHU #1         
  CORRUPTION #1           CHARACTER ASSASSINATION #1

⊗ A key aspect of the scam was the “Pump & Go” stock
swindle combined with pulling cash off-the-top by Sachs
and the Cartel. In the following evidence set, you will
notice a record setting number of huge cash intakes
and sudden bankruptcies immediately thereafter. That
part of the scheme seems to have worked like this: 1.)
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Technically “ideal” companies were set-up, 2.) huge cash
amounts were wired in from the U.S. Treasury. 3.) Huge
“fees” were paid to VC’s, executives and Sachs, right
when the money arrived at the tech company, while
Sachs & the VC’s “pumped” the stock market valuations
of those companies using the sudden “free money” from
the Dept. of Energy to falsify valuation marketing. This
gave short term, sudden, stock profits that they also
grabbed , 4.) the companies were managerially
abandoned and then 5.) filed bankruptcy. 6. ) The VC’s
and Sachs then filed tax loss credits, on the failures, in
order to get a double profit upside. Investigators called
this “unjust rewards”. This volume of award/failure
scenarios has never occurred in the history of
America, particularly with a series of same-type
companies who had just received massive federal
funding windfalls.  It seems obvious that these
sequential incidents were planned and coordinated.
Investigators believe Kleiner Perkins and Goldman
Sachs were the key organizers of this tactic. Time-
tracking of financial details in the HSBC “Swiss Leaks”
seems to confirm federal award/personal gain
sequences.

 DOE PUMP AND DUMP SCAM [13:34]
 Congress- Trading stock on inside information- low.compressed
[15:19]
 Billionaire greenwashing [3:17]
 Biden - Boxer - Reid connected to billions lost on corrupt green
energy scandals HIGH [0:00]
 60 Minutes THE CLEANTECH CRASH PT1 [6:59]
 60 Minutes THE CLEANTECH CRASH PT2 [7:17]
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 Feeling the heat- How energy companies should prepare anti-
corruption investigations - China
HIGH.compressed.compressed.compress [1:02:08]
 Insider Tech Deals.ZZ.compressed [13:49]
 I want to work at Goldman Sachs [2:53]
 HOW TO DESTROY THE ECONOMY BASED ON GREED [1:26]
 How Goldman Sachs Robbed You Of $5B.compressed [0:00]
 Jack Abramoff- Introduction (2).compressed [1:56]
 Just Be Evil The unauthorized history of Google [CorbettReport, © ]
[5:20]
 TRAILER1 THE SILICON MOBSTERS TV SERIES [3:04]
 THE SILICON MOBSTERS [12:32]

LINKS TO EXAMPLE MATERIALS:   APPLICANTS#1     
  GOLDMAN SACHS #1            KLEINER PERKINS #1       
  LITHIUM DANGERS #1        LITHIUM DANGERS#2        VC
RACKETERING #1             STEVEN CHU #1           TESLA
MOTORS #1              CORRUPTION #1            TESLA
MOTORS #3          CHARACTER ASSASSINATION #1

  ALL ADDITIONAL VIDEOS PLUS UNCATEGORISED AND NEW VIDEOS
FROM BBC AND CBS SOURCES:

 'Democrats Have Mastered The Art Of Character Assassination' low
[15:17]
 'How much of that shitty deal did you sell to your clients-' Goldman
Sachs Hearing HIGH [0:00]
 2014 06 12 Opposition Research & Messaging [27:01]
 60 Minutes THE CLEANTECH CRASH PT1 [6:59]
 60 Minutes THE CLEANTECH CRASH PT2 [7:17]
 60 Minutes- The Data Brokers PT1 [7:41]
 60 Minutes- The Data Brokers PT2 [7:41]
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